Scattered around the world are a number of textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the tangential points. The roundels bear animal motifs similar to those represented in royal Sasanian and post-Sasanian art. Based on the iconographic and stylistic similarity to the Sasanian motifs, and also because of the popularity of the pearl roundel as a framing device in Sasanian and post-Sasanian stucco and metalwork, art historians have attributed these textile fragments to Sasanian manufacture, usually dating them to the sixth or seventh century.

However, in the late-Sasanian rock sculpture at Taq-i-Bustan, in Western Iran, where twenty-two textile patterns are represented, there are no such textile patterns. Further to the East though, in Soviet Central Asia, recent excavations have uncovered wall-paintings with representations of textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. Textile fragments
and a complete costume have been unearthed at sites in China and the Caucasus. In light of these discoveries, some scholars have assigned Central Asia, particularly Sogdiana, as the provenance for these textiles.

This thesis examines the unique common characteristics shared by the textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs which identifies them as a group. It suggests that their repeat pattern is most-likely the result of the adaptation of a style of Sasanian coins to the weaving process. Their influence on repeat patterns of floral roundels joined by smaller floral discs awaits future research.
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Introduction

Scattered in museums and ecclesiastical treasuries in the United States and Europe are a number of patterned textiles decorated with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the four tangential points (fig. 1-9b.) (Appendix 1. fig. 1.).¹ The main roundels bear water birds, winged horses and senmurvs, animal motifs similar to those represented in royal Sasanian and post-Sasanian art. The smaller pearl discs encircle crescents, or in one case, are left undecorated.² Based on the similarity of the real and fantastic animal motifs to the repertory of Sasanian animal motifs, and also because of the popularity of the pearl roundel as a framing device in Sasanian and post-Sasanian stucco and metalwork,³ art historians have attributed these textile fragments to Sasanian manufacture, usually dating them to the sixth or seventh centuries A.D.⁴ However, in the twenty-two textile patterns represented in the monumental rock sculpture at Taq-i-Bustan, in Western Iran, of late Sasanian date,⁵ there are no instances of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.⁶

After World War II, archaeological excavations at sites along the old Silk Route in Asia shed new light on textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels
joined by smaller pearl discs. Successive teams of Russian archaeologists discovered mural paintings with representations of garments with such textile patterns at ancient Samarkand, Panjikent and Varaksha.\[^7\] Their main roundels show water-birds, plus boars' heads and winged lions, other popular royal Sasanian and post-Sasanian animal motifs. The smaller pearl discs bear crescents. At Mochtchevaya Balka, in the Northern Caucasus, Soviet archaeologists discovered an entire silk caftan decorated with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.\[^8\] At Astana, in the region of Sinkiang, Chinese archaeologists unearthed eight textile fragments showing pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.\[^9\] Their main roundels bear boar's heads, a bird, and stags. In light of these discoveries, some researchers in the West have reassigned provenances and dates for a few of the textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.\[^10\] Others cite the new discoveries, but still support Sasanian attributions\[^11\] and still others have not recognized the new information at all.\[^12\] In a number of Chinese sources showing the recently-excavated textiles from Astana patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs, there is no reference to the ten similar textiles located outside of China.\[^13\]

This thesis will examine, as a unified group, the
published textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the tangential points. The archaeological discoveries and research carried out since World War II will be discussed with an attempt to arrive at more precise dating and attributions of provenance. Evidence regarding the stylistic origin of the repeat system of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs will be presented. Lastly, as a result of studying the textiles as a unified group, some suggestions will be offered for future research.

A comparative technical analysis of the structure of the textiles in this group is outside the scope of this thesis. Such a study would be of great help in attempting to date and assign their provenances.\textsuperscript{14} The published technical information is thorough for some pieces and minimal for others.\textsuperscript{15} This study takes an art historical approach, but suggests future research in the comparative technical analyses of the textiles in this group.
The Extant Textiles

There are eighteen published textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs (fig. 1-18.) (Appendix 2.). One is in the United States,\textsuperscript{16} seven are in Western Europe,\textsuperscript{17} one, a complete costume, is in the Soviet Union,\textsuperscript{18} one is in India,\textsuperscript{19} and eight are in China.\textsuperscript{20} For the most part, the fabrics are woven in weft-faced compound twill.\textsuperscript{21} The diameters of the main pearl roundels range in size from 13.1 cm. to 41 cm., with one figure only in each roundel. With one exception,\textsuperscript{22} the smaller pearl discs bear either crescents, a variation of crescents or are void of decoration. Except for the piece in the United States, the textiles were discovered in either church reliquaries or archaeological excavations of ancient burial sites. Also excluding the piece in the United States and two of the Chinese fragments that are published without fabric information, the materials are silk.\textsuperscript{23} In many cases, the textile fragment is too small to determine its symmetry operation.\textsuperscript{24} The following are the published textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.

The Textile Museum in Washington D.C. owns two fragments of the same fabric bearing a single, long-legged bird in each of its main pearl roundels (fig.
1.) Its smaller pearl discs are void of decoration. The material of this textile makes it an exception to the group, it is woven from cotton and wool, not silk. The pearls composing its smaller discs are comparatively smaller than those pearls in the discs of the other textiles in the group. This fragment was acquired in Egypt in the early 1900s, but unfortunately there is no documentation regarding its original find site. In The Royal Hunter: Art of the Sasanian Empire, Bier dated this piece to the seventh or eighth century A.D. and assigned Iran or Iraq as its provenance. She noted that the piece bears no resemblance to textiles of local Egyptian production, and acknowledged the problem of its attribution.

"The placement of birds facing opposite directions relates these two fragments to the textile patterns with birds at Taq-i-Bostan. However, the pattern framework of pearl roundels, joined by smaller pearl roundels, seems to be characteristic of works of art created after the fall of the Sasanian dynasty." It is interesting that based on the framework of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs, Bier dated this piece to the post-Sasanian period, yet left its provenance within the Sasanain domain, i.e., Iran or Iraq.
The Museo Sacro in the Vatican owns a fragment in very poor condition (fig. 2.\(^9\)). Its main pearl roundel contains a single bird and the smaller pearl discs contain single crescents. The bird stands on a plinth, beribboned at the ankle and holding a curving leaf-form in its mouth. The fragment is from a reliquary in the Sancta Sanctorum in the Lateran in Rome. Ghirshman referred to this piece as Sasanian and dated it to the seventh-eighth century.\(^{30}\) His attribution is somewhat puzzling since the Sasanian dynasty fell in 642. Volbach dated this piece to the fourth century, stating it is "one of the few surviving Sasanian silks."\(^{31}\) In 1987, Meister pointed out the parallel between this textile and fabrics represented in the ancient Samarkand wall paintings, concluding that it seems "to come from western-central Asia or early post-Sasanian Iran.\(^{32}\)

Fragments from the same textile belong to the Musée Historique des Tissus in Lyon and the Louvre in Paris (figs. 3. & 4.\(^{33}\)). The main pearl roundels contain a single winged horse and the smaller pearl discs bear crescents. Gayet, who excavated these pieces from tombs at Antinoe at the close of the last century, claimed they were not locally manufactured, rather, imported from Persia or Assyria. Most scholars have agreed with Gayet's Persian claim, attributing these pieces to the Sasanian
dynasty. Bier gave a seventh century date and a provenance of Iran or Transoxiana. Riboud and Vial suggested a date of the seventh or eighth century and stated that the place of manufacture is unknown. In a catalogue published in 1985 by the Musée Historique des Tissus, Martiniani-Reber claimed the piece is Sasanian, manufactured just before the Arab conquest. Her catalogue entry does not mention the Soviet and Chinese excavations which have revealed textiles with the same repeat system of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. She based her claim on structural evidence, the use of the bercle technique.

"Ceci pourrait expliquer le fait que sa particularité technique (emploi du bercle) ait pu disparaître sans doute au moment de la conquête arabe."  

The Victoria and Albert Museum in London and the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris own fragments of the same fabric, probably the most-published textile in this group (figs. 5. & 6.). Its main pearl roundel surrounds a single senmurv, the mythical, winged creature with a dog's head, lion's paws and peacock's tail. Its smaller pearl discs bear two stylistic variations of crescents. Horizontally there are the familiar crescent shapes, while vertically there are two parallel mirror
reflections of crescents attached by a short bar or shaft. Ghirshman, stating that this textile was used to wrap the relics of Saint Leu, dated it to the seventh century and attributed it to Sasanian art. Throughout the 1960s, scholars cited Sasanian origin for this piece, dating it to the sixth or seventh century. After the discovery of the caftan at Mochtchevaya Balka in 1969 (see below), both Jeroussalimskaja and Riboud suggested a date of the eighth or ninth century and the provenance of Iran. Bier also suggested a later date of the seventh to the ninth century, and a broader provenance range of Iran or Transoxiana. She based her claims on the Soviet discoveries of the caftan at Mochtchevaya Balka and the wall-paintings in Central Asia and also on her own observations of differences in details between the representation of this senmurv and the senmurvs depicted in the rock reliefs at Taq-i-Bustan. Wilson dated these pieces to the eighth or ninth century, and suggested a provenance of "Near Eastern."

A senmurv is also contained in the main pearl roundels of two fragments in the Église Saint Rémi in Reims (figs. 7. & 8.). The smaller pearl discs contain single crescents. One of the two pieces served as the funerary shroud of Saint Rémi, the other covered the cushion under his head. The final consecration of the
remains of the Saint was performed by Bishop Hincmar in 852. One of the fragments bears a Latin inscription in gold embroidery executed by Alipheide in the ninth century. The date traditionally assigned to these two silks is the eighth century. Riboud did not challenge that dating in "A Newly Excavated Caftan from the Northern Caucasus." 46 Muthesius however, believes these two monochrome pieces were manufactured around the year 1000, when monochrome silks just began enjoying popularity. Muthesius pointed out further that the remains of Saint Rémi were brought out for recognition twice in the Middle Ages. At the time of recognition, old fabrics were often replaced by new ones and embroidered inscriptions transferred from the old fabric to the new. 47

Like the divided Saint Leu fragments and the Saint Rémi fragments, a single senmurv decorates each of the main pearl roundels in a caftan in the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad (fig. 9a.). 48 The motif in each of its smaller pearl discs is difficult to determine in reproductions (fig. 9b.). At first glance, it appears to be a single rosette. Upon closer examination however, it becomes clear that the would-be rosette may in fact be two perpendicular mirror reflections 49 of a crescent. This complete caftan, lined in fur, was discovered during
Soviet archaeological excavations in the Northern Caucasus at the site of Mochtchevaya Balka in 1969.\textsuperscript{50} It was published in 1972 by Jeroussalimskaja,\textsuperscript{51} who believed it was probably owned by a chieftain of the local Alanno-saltov tribe. Jeroussalimskaja also claimed that Mochtchevaya Balka was located on a northern extension of the old Silk Route, established as an alternative route from the East to Byzantium sometime after the sixth or seventh century.\textsuperscript{52} Jeroussalimskaja and Riboud both assigned a date of the eighth or ninth century and the provenance of Iran for this caftan.\textsuperscript{53}

The New Delhi Museum owns a textile fragment showing a single boar's head framed by a pearl roundel (fig. 10.).\textsuperscript{54} The smaller pearl discs are so fragmentary that it is impossible to determine their decorating motif, although there is enough fabric in the top vertical disc to surmise that a motif did exist. Meister stated that the smaller pearl discs enclose crescents.\textsuperscript{55} This piece was excavated in 1915 at Astana, in Sinkiang province, by the British archaeologist, Sir Aurel Stein. It is one of twelve textile fragments Stein found covering the faces of deceased persons. These face-coverings for the dead, or fu-mien, were discovered in practically all the groups of tombs dated from 608 on. Based on archaeological evidence, Stein considered his textile finds to date from
the beginning of the seventh century to the first half of the eighth century. He recognized a strong Sasanian influence in this boar's head roundel, but was not specific in his suggestion of a provenance.

"We seem justified in first reviewing here those Astana textiles which show purely 'Sasanian' designs and must therefore be considered as products of Western or Central Asia." Most historians following Stein have agreed with his seventh century date and the question of a specific provenance is still unanswered. Ghirshman and Talbot Rice claimed Sasanian manufacture, Meister referred to the piece as "stylistically and statistically Western, perhaps Iranian, but of uncertain date," and Riboud wrote, in 1977, "I am still unable to decide whether this specimen could be of other than Chinese manufacture or not."

All of the textile fragments in China are located in The Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, in Sinkiang province. There is one distinct difference between them and the textiles located in the West and India. The Chinese-excavated textiles have smaller pearl discs only at the two horizontal tangential points (Appendix 1, fig. 2). Most of them are in such a fragmentary state that it is difficult to determine their decorating motifs. These
fragments were excavated between 1959 and 1967 from tombs in Astana.\textsuperscript{62} Archaeological evidence has provided precise dating for three of them to just after the mid-seventh century.\textsuperscript{63}

Like Stein's boar's head roundel excavated at Astana, the Chinese-excavated textiles functioned as fu-mien. They were usually found attached to a silk frill. A single roundel fit over the face of the deceased and the attached frill, tied at the back, covered the rest of the head. Fu-mien have been found only in burials at Astana and Kara-Khoja, in context with nobility or highly-placed functionaries. Their use in funerary rituals in ancient China is documented in ceremonial books which gave specific instructions concerning their proper size, color, and silk-type. Face-covers or masks were also worn as protective coverings by travelers on long trips across the desert. Their presence in a funerary context may indicate a custom to include worldly belongings with the deceased for his or her journey beyond.\textsuperscript{64}

In comparison to the textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs which are now in the United States and Europe, those excavated at Astana form a more cohesive group (Appendix 2. Table A & B.). The diameters of their main roundels are 16 to 25 centimeters, while the diameters of the main roundels of
the textiles in the United States and Europe range in size from 13.1 to 41 centimeters. The colors of the Astana textiles are also more analogous. Their ground colors are red or yellow and the colors of the single animals inside the main pearl roundels are white, blue, green and dark green. The consistent style of the Astana textiles in this study is angular and stepped. It is important to note that this appearance does not necessarily reflect the choice of a geometric style, but may well be the result of a coarser weave structure.

A single boar’s head occupies the main pearl roundel in a fragment in The Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region (fig. 11.). Only one of its smaller pearl discs is visible. A Chinese source stated that a rosette decorates the smaller pearl disc. However, another interpretation is clearly possible. The four segments of the would-be rosette could be two perpendicular mirror reflections of a crescent. Like the curves of the upper and lower portions of the pearls, the horizontally-reflected crescents are rendered in a curved, naturalistic style. The vertically-reflected crescents look angular and geometric, like the straight vertical sides of the would-be rounded pearls. This piece was found in 1959 at Astana Cave 325, dated on archaeological evidence to 661. It is interesting to note that while the cave is soundly
dated, two Chinese sources give the attribution simply as "T'ang". In fact, all the fu-mien in three Chinese publications are attributed only under the broad category of T'ang, even though they were recognized by Hsai Nai as "probably made in Central Asia." Meister gave the cave dating with his reproduction of this textile, but did not suggest a provenance. Riboud stated that the execution of the patterns and color schemes "seem to suggest a Sogdian type of manufacture," and that "technical and chemical studies of the fibre and colors" could provide conclusive answers.

The other fragment bearing a single boar’s head in its main pearl roundel has smaller pearl discs which appear to be void of decoration, although it is difficult to determine from reproductions (fig. 12). It was excavated in 1969 in Astana Tomb 138. Riboud dated it from the eighth to the tenth century, and like above, suggested a tentative provenance of Sogdiana.

Five of the fu-mien show a single stag in their main pearl roundels (fig. 13-17.). Stags are not represented on garments at Taq-i-Bustan, but the royal stag hunt is a popular subject depicted in Sasanian and post-Sasanian art. In three of these five fu-mien it is impossible to see the decoration of the smaller pearl discs. One was discovered in Astana Cave 322, dated to 663 (fig. 13.),
one was found in Astana Tomb 55, excavated in 1966 (fig. 14.), and the other was found in Astana Cave 337 (fig. 15.). The fourth stag fu-mien was excavated from Astana Tomb 84 in 1967 (fig. 16.). Its smaller pearl roundels contain plain round circles.

The fifth stag fu-mien, discovered in Astana in 1959, shows smaller pearl discs enclosing an interesting motif (fig. 17.). A circle surrounds a square, creating what appears to be an exceptional and puzzling small disc motif, which will be discussed below.

The last Chinese-excavated textile to be discussed is a fragment showing a main pearl roundel enclosing a single beribboned bird, with its smaller pearl disc motifs indeterminable (fig. 18.). It was uncovered in Astana Tomb 332 in 1959 and is dated to 665. Chinese sources attributed it to the T'ang Dynasty, Meister did not suggest a date or provenance, and Riboud tentatively suggested Sogdiana as the provenance for this piece.
Wall-Paintings in Central Asia

Unlike the Chinese excavations in Sinkiang, Soviet excavations in Central Asia did not unearth textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. But they did reveal monumental wall-paintings with depictions of such textiles. One of the murals has been accurately dated and therefore is a great help for dating this entire group of textiles. The main roundels in the wall-paintings show either a single bird holding a pearl strand in its beak, a duck standing on a pearl plinth, a boar’s head or a winged lion. These animal motifs are present at Taq-i-Bustan and are familiar in royal Sasanian and post-Sasanian art. It is difficult to determine the motif in most of the smaller pearl discs.

At ancient Samarkand, on the west wall of the aristocratic or royal residence, a mural shows the arrival of foreign missions at the Samarkand court (fig. 19.). The figure wearing a cap is identified by an inscription as Vargoman, the ruler of Samarkand and Sogdiana from sometime before 655 until 675. The figure next to him carries a bolt of cloth patterned with pearl roundels each bearing a single winged lion and joined by smaller pearl discs bearing single crescents. Presumably an enthroned Sogdian god was depicted in the center of the wall, next to Vargoman, who headed the procession.
It would appear that the bolt of cloth was an offering to the image of the now-destroyed god in the center of the wall. Belinitski and Marshak believed the mural was painted sometime during Vargoman's reign. They pointed to the fact that except for Vargoman's immediate successor, the later rulers of Sogdiana were not of his dynasty, and therefore the possibility of a memorial painting would be unlikely.\(^9^4\)

The figure next to Vargoman, carrying the bolt of cloth, wears a garment composed of a number of joined fabrics. The skirt shows a repeat pattern of discrete birds arranged on a plain field. The neck and shoulder, and side and hem of the skirt show pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. Only the hem piece is wide enough to reveal part of the boar's heads decorating its main roundels. Because of the narrowness of these sections, the motifs inside their smaller discs cannot be determined. It is interesting to note that this garment was made from different sections of fabrics. The four sections showing fractions of pearl roundels were not necessarily pieces of material cut off from full-length bolts of fabric, but may have been woven as narrow strips of cloth on looms designed specifically for the speedier and more cost effective production of cloth strips.\(^9^5\)

Other sections of the wall-paintings from ancient
Samarkand show that textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs were popular not only for clothing, but also for floor spreads and animal covers. In a scene depicting a delegation of Turks among the foreign missions, a gesturing female sits on a floor spread whose border shows half-pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs (fig. 20.). A standing figure in the same scene wears a skirt decorated with pearl roundels joined by a smaller pearl disc. Its main pearl roundels appear to contain single boar’s heads. In a scene depicting members of the Chaganian mission to the royal court at Samarkand, half-pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs decorate the border of a horse-cover (fig. 21.). The cover lies beneath what appears to be a saddle, decorated with a repeat pattern of discrete pearl roundels. And in another section of the Chaganian mission to the royal court, the sleeve of a camel-rider shows pearl roundels joined by a smaller pearl disc (fig. 22.).

At Panjikent, located about forty miles east of Samarkand, wall-paintings were excavated in more than fifty rooms associated with buildings that functioned as private residences in the seventh and eighth centuries. In a mural depicting a group of seated banqueters, a figure wears a garment with a center panel and lower
sleeve showing fabric patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. The roundels in the center panel piece each contain a bird holding a strand of pearls in its beak.

Varaksha, the seat of the Sogdian dynasty located just northwest of Bukhara, was the first Sogdian site where Soviet archaeologists found wall-paintings. A section of one mural shows a textile with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs (fig. 23.). The main pearl roundel surrounds a bird with a strand of pearls in its beak and a smaller pearl disc encloses a crescent. Talbot Rice stated that this textile design resembles Sasanian ones, yet its material was "obviously made locally." Another section shows half-pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs decorating the border of an animal cover. The murals discovered at Varaksha are comparable in style and details of everyday objects to the Panjikent murals of the first half of the eighth century.

Another published wall-painting showing pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs is located in the Dahlem Museum in Berlin (fig. 24.). It was discovered by a German expedition to Central Asia led by von Le Coq between 1902 and 1907. The site was Kizil, located to the west of Astana. Pearl roundels surround a duck
holding a strand of beads in its beak and single crescents decorate the smaller pearl discs. Presumably the representation of a textile, this pattern decorated a clay bench that ran around the side walls of what is known as the Largest Cave at Kizil. Rowland stated it is "a clear indication of the extraordinarily accurate copying of Sasanian textile patterns in Eastern Turkestan."
Geography and History of Central Asia

The excavations discussed above were carried out at sites on or near the northern branch of the old Silk Route. Mochtchevaya Balka, on a northern extension of that route through the Transcaucasus, is the only site located outside the vast area known broadly as Central Asia. It is an area where migrating peoples successively traversed and where history is often shrouded in confusion due to the lack of extant written documentation. The sites of Kizil and Astana, in the eastern part of Central Asia, are located in the Tarim Basin, which is today a part of Sinkiang province, Peoples Republic of China. Astana is in an area called ancient Turfan and Sinkiang is also called the Uighur Autonomous Region. The entire area has been known at various times as either Chinese Turkestan, Eastern Turkestan, Chinese Tartary, Kashgaria, Serindia, Chinese Central Asia, Khocho, Kotcho, Kao-chang or Chu-shih.

To the west, in the center of Central Asia, the sites of ancient Samarkand, Panjikent and Varaksha are located today in Soviet Central Asia. Ancient Samarkand (present-day Afrasiab) and Varaksha are in Uzbekistan and Panjikent is in Tajikistan, two of the five Central Asian Soviet Republics, the other three being Kazakhstan, Kirgizia and Turkmenistan. This area has been referred to
as either Middle Asia, Western Turkestan or Transoxiana.\textsuperscript{112}

In Chinese Central Asia, as far back as the second century B.C., there was intermingling between nomadic tribes and Chinese rulers in Sinkiang, with power continually oscillating \textit{between} the two groups. Between the end of the Han and the establishment of the T'ang Dynasty, historical events are obscure. In China itself between 300 and 600, no house ruled as a single acknowledged dynasty for more than two decades. In the fifth century, a northern tribe of nomads invaded China and extended their influence over the Tarim Basin, starting with the Turfan region. In the sixth century, the Tarim Basin was ruled by Turkish Chaghans who controlled the traffic and exchange of commercial goods on the routes leading to the West. Tibetans invaded on and off in the seventh and eighth centuries. The area came under Chinese rule during the T'ang Dynasty, in about 647-648, but in 680, the eastern Turks founded an empire independent of China. They were in turn overrun by the Uighurs in 745, who, by the ninth century, were the predominant power in Chinese Central Asia.\textsuperscript{113}

The early history of Soviet Central Asia is murky also, but there is more information regarding the early Middle Ages. Ancient Samarkand, Varaksha and Panjikent
were part of the state of Sogdiana, bordered by the Jaxartes (Syr Darya) and Oxus (Amu Darya) rivers. Sogdiana also included, to the southeast, part of the Ferghana Valley, which stretches through Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kirgiza. At one time or another, the area near the present day city of Mary in Turkmenistan was also a part of the state.\textsuperscript{114}

Sogdiana is mentioned in contemporary documents as early as the sixth century B.C. when it was governed by the Persian kings of the Achaemenid dynasty. Representations of a group of Sogdians, making offerings to the sovereign, appear in the reliefs at Persepolis. During Parthian times little is known about Sogdiana. It was part of the Sasanian empire, under a royal governor for about one century. In the following centuries it fell under the sovereignty of foreign peoples, among whom were the Hephthalites and Turks. From the fifth century A.D. until the Arab conquest in the eighth century, Samarkand was the capital of the state. Archaeological evidence supports the rapid growth of the capital and an overall flowering of Sogdian cities in the seventh century. In the second half of that century, Sogdiana succeeded in gaining its independence and establishing numerous colonies. Vargoman established a nominal dependency with local princes, among whom were sovereigns of Turkish
descent from the T'ang dynasty.\textsuperscript{115}

The seventh century also saw the Arab onslaught in the Sogdian area successfully resisted in some areas and succumbed to in others. Small local principalities came into existence for shorter or longer periods of time. One resistance fighter in the early eighth century was the last ruler of Panjikent, a chieftain named Dewastic who took refuge at Mount Mugh, about forty miles to the east of Panjikent. Excavations at his castle carried out in 1933 provided the first primary sources for Sogdian history found within the borders of ancient Sogdiana. Previously-discovered documents in Sogdian had been found only outside of Sogdiana's borders, at sites along the old Silk Route.\textsuperscript{116}

From the beginning of the fourth century A.D. there is proof of an active Sogdian role in commerce on the old Silk Route. The "Ancient Sogdian Letters," a collection of nine documents found in a watchtower of the Great Wall of China, show that Sogdian colonies, maintaining permanent relations with metropolitan Samarkand, flourished in Eastern Turkestan and China.\textsuperscript{117} In fact, there is strong evidence that Sogdian was the prominent, if not official language among the Uighurs of Mongolia sometime between the sixth and ninth centuries. Two inscriptions in Sogdian point to the prominence of the
language in the area. One was found at Bugut, in Central Mongolia and has been dated to around 580. The other was found at Qarabalgasun, the capital of the Uighurs or Eastern Turks. It is trilingual, in Sogdian, Chinese and Uighur Turkish and dates from around 820. Further proof of the prominence of the Sogdian language is the fact that it was the basis for one of the alphabets in which the Uighur language was recorded in the second half of the sixth century. At around that same time, shortly after 565, the first ruler of the Western Turks, whose realm included Sogdiana, used Sogdians as his representatives to the Sasanian court in Iran and Byzantium for the purpose of discussing commercial relations.¹¹⁸

Another Sogdian inscription, discovered in 1959, establishes Sogdiana as a textile-producing center and is therefore most relevant to this study. On the back of a textile known as the Ram Silk, located in the Collegiate Church of Notre Dame, Huy, Belgium, a one-word inscription reads "Zandaniji," in a seventh-century style Sogdian script. Referring to the town of Zandane, near Bukhara, "Zandaniji" described the fine cloth produced in that town. Based on stylistic and technical comparisons to the Ram Silk in Huy, Dorothy Shepherd and Anna Jeroussalimskaja compiled a group of 102 previously
unidentified or misidentified textiles as "Zandaniji" and established a chronology from the seventh through the ninth centuries.\textsuperscript{119} Shepherd pointed out that Arab historians gave glowing accounts of the weaving industry in Sogdiana in Islamic times and that "there is every reason to believe that it had enjoyed an uninterrupted development from pre-Islamic times."\textsuperscript{120}
Attribution of the Extant Textiles

Evidence regarding the earliest possible dates of manufacture for textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs points to the mid-seventh century or just thereafter. The archaeological evidence from three tombs at Astana provide termini post quem of 661, 663, and 665. Based on the dates of the rule of Vargoman and his successors, the wall-painting depicting the arrival of the foreign missions at ancient Samarkand can be securely dated to sometime before 655 and no later than 675. The dating of the wall-paintings from Panjikent and Varaksha depicting textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs is less precise than at Samarkand, and therefore doesn’t help towards establishing a terminus ante quem, but their rather broad dating to the first half of the eighth century does not create a conflict with a terminus ante quem of 650-660.

The lack of representation of textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at monuments dated to before the second half of the seventh century further supports the terminus ante quem of 650-660. The rock reliefs and stone capitals at Taq-i-Bustan dated to the reign of Khosro II (590-628) show figures wearing garments whose designs bear a
relationship to Sasanian royal iconography, but none of the patterns show repeats of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. Based on stratigraphic grounds, a wall-painting at Panjikent depicting the Rustam cycle is dated to the early seventh century. Garments with borders bearing pearl roundels are depicted, but there are no smaller pearl discs at their tangential points. Another excavation site in Soviet Central Asia, Balelik Tepe, is dated less precisely, to the sixth or seventh century. Wall-paintings discovered there show figures wearing garments decorated with pearl roundels bearing a variety of motifs, but again, they are not joined at their tangential points by smaller pearl discs.

Evidence for a terminus post quem for this group of textiles is less forthcoming. The Hermitage caftan, dated by archaeological evidence to the eighth or ninth centuries, is the latest securely-dated textile. Muthesius’s dating of the Saint Rémi monochrome pieces to around the year 1000 is the latest suggested date offered.

Evidence of provenance for the textiles is also far from conclusive, but a number of facts point to Sogdiana as the most-likely place of production. The exclusive representation of textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs in wall-paintings in the
three Sogdian cities of Samarkand, Varaksha, and Panjikent provides the strongest evidence. Further support is supplied by the Zandaniji textiles, identified by Shepherd, which established Sogdiana as a silk-weaving center. Whether original Sogdian textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs were copied in other silk-weaving centers, or whether perhaps the Sogdians produced their own copies, is not known. A comparative technical analysis of all the eighteen textiles in the group could perhaps provide that answer. It should be noted that the T'ang Dynasty controlled the Turfan area only from 647-648 until 680. Evidence of Sogdian influence in the area is witnessed by its once-flourishing colonies in Chinese Central Asia and the dominance of the Sogdian language in the area from the late sixth century to the early ninth century.
Stylistic Origin of the Textiles

Varieties of discrete pearl roundel patterns are common in Coptic, Indian and Chinese textiles, as well as Sasanian and Central Asian stucco and metalwork. After looking at the above eighteen textiles and the representations of such textiles in wall-paintings in Central Asia, it becomes clear that the single common characteristic that makes this group unique is the smaller pearl discs at the tangential points. Why do these smaller pearl discs appear exclusively in this relatively small group of textiles? Could they be the clue to provide more precise attributions of dating and provenance? Can they tell us something about a common stylistic or iconographic origin for this textile pattern?

Looking at the pearl roundels of so-called Sasanian silks and stucco, Robert Göbl, the numismatist, noticed a similarity between their pearl roundel borders and the borders of Sasanian coins. In fact, Göbl claimed that the borders of the Sasanian silks and stuccos were derived from Sasanian coins. Göbl pointed to the development of a double border in Sasanian coins beginning with the reign of Valash (484-488) (fig. 25.). In the reign of Kavid I (488-497 and 499-531), astral symbolism, in the form of crescents and stars, appeared outside the double
border (fig. 26.). These coins were not minted in silver and were rare in copper, but as drachmas they were widespread throughout the Sasanian empire. The format of roundel with astral symbols at the four directional points continued to be the preferred format for coins minted by the Sasanian kings until the end of the dynasty in 651 with Yazdgard III (fig. 27.). This style of Sasanian coins which were discovered in abundance at the archaeological sites discussed above, was copied by post-Sasanian dynasties and influenced the style of a Chinese T'ang mirror (fig. 28.).

Göbl's recognition of Sasanian coins as the stylistic source for pearl roundels in silks and stucco deserves consideration. However, Göbl did not differentiate between the discrete pearl roundel pattern of the stuccos and the linked pearl roundel pattern of the silks. In addition to the similarity of the double borders of Sasanian coins to the main pearl roundels of silks and stuccos, there is also a relationship between the astral symbols located at the four directional points on the coins, and the smaller pearl discs located at the tangential points of the main pearl roundels on the woven textiles. A repeat system in weaving on a drawloom results in the mirror-reflections of motifs. If the image of a double border and crescents at four cardinal points
on a coin is repeated, the result appears as main roundels joined by smaller roundels or disc shapes. The smaller discs are the result of the mirror-reflections of the half-circle crescents (fig. 29.).

Further evidence supporting a theory of Sasanian coins as the stylistic source for this group of textiles is provided by the stag *fu-mien* in China with the puzzling motif in its smaller pearl discs (fig. 17.). Its two horizontal pearl discs enclose a circle which in turn surrounds a square. Circular coins with square holes punched in their centers were common Chinese exchange from the Chou dynasty (1122-225 B.C.) until the seventeenth century (fig. 30.). They were found in abundance at the excavations in Astana.143

It has been suggested that roundel formats were used as a kind of stencil-form in textile production throughout the Near East. To suit current fashion and market demands, the textile-designer would simply change the decorating motifs inside a pre-arranged format of roundels.144 Since there is a variety of animals represented inside the main pearl roundels of the textiles in this group, the theory may pertain, but does it apply to the smaller pearl discs also? Could the answer be significant in attempting to discover the origins of this textile pattern? Only three decorating
motifs appear inside the smaller pearl discs in the textiles in this study. Mostly, there are single crescents or a multiple of crescents. There are two examples of a plain, undecorated space and one example where the decoration appears to be a copy of a round Chinese coin with a square hole punched in the middle (Appendix 2 Table A.). This limited number of motifs inside the smaller pearl discs points to the assumption that they were not used to enclose a variety of motifs. The fact that crescents and mirror-reflections of crescents are practically the exclusive small pearl disc decoration is indicative of their adaption from the astral symbolism at the four cardinal points on Sasanian coins.
Suggestions for Future Research

This study has attempted to show that the eighteen published textiles patterned with repeat systems of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the tangential points and the depictions of such textiles in wall-paintings in Central Asia form a group based on a number of common characteristics (Appendix 2, Tables A-C.). Archaeological excavations carried out since 1959 have provided evidence supporting a terminus ante quem of 650-660\(^{145}\) and the state of Sogdiana as the most-likely original provenance. The source of the pattern appears to be Sasanian coins, whose adaptation to the technique of drawloom weaving created a repeat pattern of main pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.

Many questions remain concerning this group of textiles. Assuming they share the same stylistic source, do they also share a common iconography? If so, was it understood in cultures as different as T'ang China and early medieval Europe? In his book, Studies on the Iconography of Cosmic Kingship in the Ancient World, L'Orange convincingly demonstrates how pervasive astral symbolism was in cultures as different as Achaemenid Persia and early Christian Europe.\(^{146}\) Was astral symbolism recognized in these textile patterns, or was an original meaning lost in the adaptation from coin to
textile repeat pattern? If the textiles were produced in Sogdiana, how did they reach the geographically-distant places where they have been found? Were they traded or were they copied in local weaving centers? Did the pattern influence future textile design, and if so, where and how?

With respect to the last question above, it should be noted that textiles patterned with repeat systems of main roundels joined by smaller roundels or discs at the tangential points are familiar in so-called Byzantine, Islamic and Spanish textile design. Their main roundels and smaller discs are decorated with floral and geometric patterns showing various degrees of stylization (fig. 31, 32.). Many show a combination of pearls and floral or geometric decoration (fig. 33-35.). For the most part, they have not been firmly dated or assigned provenances. Could textiles showing repeat patterns of pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs have been a prototype for repeat patterns of floral and geometric roundels joined by smaller floral and geometric discs? The answer is certainly outside the confines of this thesis, but this direction for future research is strongly suggested.

This thesis addresses only the specific type of pearl roundel pattern showing main pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl roundels at the tangential points. In the interest of distinction and clarity, the smaller pearl roundels are referred to as pearl discs. The repetition of discrete pearl roundels, a related type of textile patterning, is not discussed in this thesis.
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147. See Volbach and Bunt for abundant examples.

148. Bunt, fig. 1, 3, 11.

149. Bunt fig. 25, 13.

150. Beckwith, 344.

151. Wilson, 107, states, "practically the entire evolution of textile design took place in silk weaving. Silk patterns became models for embroidery and textile printing as well as fabrics woven in other materials."
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**Chinese and Japanese Language Publications**


Fig. 1. Long-legged bird
cotton and wool
The Textile Museum,
Washington, D. C.
(source: Bier, "Textiles," The
Royal Hunter fig. 59.)
Fig. 2. Bird on plinth
silk
Museo Sacro, Vatican
(source: Volbach, fig. 23.)
Fig. 3. Winged horse
silk
Musée Historique des Tissus, Lyon
(source: Martiniani-Reber, fig. p. 27.)
Fig. 4. Winged horse silk Louvre, Paris (source: Ghirshman, fig. 278.)
Fig. 5. Senmurv
silk
Victoria and Albert Museum, London
(source: Volbach, fig. 21.)
Fig. 6. Senmurv silk
Musée des Arts Decoratifs, Paris
(source: Ghirshman, fig. 275.)
Fig. 7. Senmurv, shroud silk
Eglise Saint Rémi, Reims
(source: Riboud, "Caftan," fig. 8.)
Fig. 8. Senmurv, cushion silk
Eglise Saint Rémi, Reims
(Riboud, "Caftan," fig. 9.)
Fig. 9a. Senmurv, caftan
silk
Hermitage, Leningrad
(source: Riboud, "Caftan," fig.1.)
Fig. 9b. Senmurv, detail
silk
Hermitage, Leningrad
(source: Riboud, "Caftan,
fig. 3.)
Fig. 10. Boar's head silk
The New Delhi Museum,
New Delhi
(source: Meister, "Pearl Roundel,
fig. 30.)
Fig. 11. Boar’s head silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Hsin-chiang ch’u-t’u wen-wu, fig. 143.)
Fig. 12. Boar’s head silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Ssu-ch’ou chih-lu, fig. 38.)
Fig. 13. Stag silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Meister, "Pearl Roundel," fig. 33.)
Fig. 14. Stag silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Ssu-ch’ou shih-lu, fig. 35.)
Fig. 15. Stag silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Wu Min, fig. 17.)
Fig. 16. Stag silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Ssu-ch'ou chih-lu, fig. 33.)
Fig. 17. Stag silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Hsin-chiang ch’u-t’u wen-wu, fig. 142.)
Fig. 18. Beribboned bird silk
Museum of Uighur Autonomous Region, Sinkiang
(source: Hsin-chiang ch’u-t’u wen-wu, fig. 141.)
Fig. 19. Wall-painting
Arrival of foreign missions
at Samarkand court
ancient Samarkand
(source: Azarpay, fig. 51.)
Fig. 20. Wall-painting
Delegation of Turks among the foreign missions at court ancient Samarkand
(source: Azarpay, fig. 52.)
Fig. 21. Wall-painting
Members of the Chaganian mission to the Samarkand court
ancient Samarkand
(source: Azarpay, fig. 50.)
Fig. 22. Wall-painting
Members of the Chaganian mission to the Samarkand court
ancient Samarkand
(source: Azarpay, pl. 21.)
Fig. 23. Wall-painting
Varaksha
(source: Talbott Rice, fig. 98.)
Fig. 24. Wall-painting
Kizil
(source: Rowland, pl. p. 160.)
Fig. 25. Sasanian coins
reign of Valash (484-488 A.D.)
(source: Göbl, Sassanidische
Numismatik, pl. 11.)

Fig. 26. Sasanian coins
reign of Kavid I. (488-497 & 499-531 A.D.)
(Göbl, Sassanidsche
Numismatik, pl. 11.)
Fig. 27. Sasanian coin
reign of Yazdgard (632-651 A.D.)
(source: Ghirshman, fig. 329.)

Fig. 28. T'ang mirror
bronze
Hanoi Museum,
Vietnam
(source: Göbl, "Die Numismatik,"
fig. 23.)
Fig. 29. Sasanian coins, repeated by mirror reflections, to form a pattern of main pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs. Dotted lines indicate mirror reflections.
(source: adaptation from Göbl, "Die Numismatik," fig. 21.)
Fig. 30. Coins excavated at Astana and nearby sites. (source: Stein, Innermost Asia, pl. 120.)
Fig. 31. Quadriga silk
The Cathedral, Aachen
(source: Bunt, fig. 1.)
Fig. 32. Victoria and Albert Museum, London  
(Bunt, fig. 3.)
Fig. 33. Horseman silk
Palace Museum, Berlin
(source: Bunt, fig. 11.)
Fig. 34. Elephant silk
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York
(source: Bunt, fig. 25.)
Fig. 35. Shroud of Saint Victor
The Cathedral, Sens
(source: Bunt, fig. 13.)
Appendix 1. Schematic drawings of patterned textiles

Fig. 1. Pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the four tangential points
(source: adaptation from Göbl, "Die Numismatik," fig. 19.)

Fig. 2. Pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs at the horizontal tangential points
(source: adaptation from Göbl, "Die Numismatik," fig. 19.)
Appendix 2. Extant textiles patterned with pearl roundels joined by smaller pearl discs.

Table A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object #</th>
<th>present location</th>
<th>motif w.in main roundel</th>
<th>motif w.in pearl disc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. See note 29.</td>
<td>Museo Sacro, Vatican</td>
<td>bird on plinth</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. See note 33.</td>
<td>Musée Historique des Tissus, Lyon</td>
<td>winged horse crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. See note 33.</td>
<td>Louvre, Paris</td>
<td>winged horse crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. See note 38.</td>
<td>Victoria and Albert, London</td>
<td>senmurv crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. See note 38.</td>
<td>Musée des Arts Decoratifs, Paris</td>
<td>senmurv crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. See note 45.</td>
<td>Eglise St. Rémi, Reims</td>
<td>senmurv crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. See note 45.</td>
<td>Eglise St. Rémi, Reims</td>
<td>senmurv crescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. See note 48.</td>
<td>Hermitage, Leningrad</td>
<td>senmurv crescents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. See note 54.</td>
<td>Museum of New Delhi, New Delhi</td>
<td>boar’s head crescent (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. See note 68.</td>
<td>Mus.of Uighur Aut. Region, Sinkiang</td>
<td>boar’s head crescents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. See note 77.</td>
<td>Mus.of Uighur Aut. Region, Sinkiang</td>
<td>boar’s head undecorated (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. See note 81.</td>
<td>Mus.of Uighur Aut. Region, Sinkiang</td>
<td>stag</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. See note 82.</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>stag</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15. See note 83. China stag ?
16. See note 84. Mus. of Uig. Aut. Region, Sinkiang stew undecorated circle enclosing square
17. See note 85. China stag circle enclosing square
18. See note 86. Mus. of Uighur Aut. Region, Sinkiang bird

Table B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object # (corresponds to fig. #)</th>
<th>diameter of main roundel in cm. (lxw)</th>
<th>find site &amp; date</th>
<th>colors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. See note 25 &amp; 26.</td>
<td>16x13.5</td>
<td>acquired in Egypt, red gr. ea. 20th cent. w. white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. See note 29.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>reliquary in Lateran, Rome yellow\gray gr. w. black\red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. See note 33.</td>
<td>13.1x13.1</td>
<td>Antinoe, ea. white gr. w. 20th cent. dark blue\yellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. See note 33.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Antinoe, ea. white gr. w. 20th cent. dark blue\brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. See note 38.</td>
<td>ca. 37</td>
<td>reliquary, St. Leu, Paris green gr. w. yellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. See note 38.</td>
<td>41x41</td>
<td>reliquary, St. Leu, Paris green gr. w. yellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. See note 45.</td>
<td>28.75x28.75</td>
<td>shroud, St. Remi, Reims monochrome red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. See note 45.</td>
<td>16x14.5</td>
<td>reliq. cushion, St. Remi, Reims monochrome red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. See note 48.</td>
<td>ca. 20x17</td>
<td>Mochtchevaya, Balka, 1969 dark green gr. w. green\yellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. See note 54.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Astana, ea. brown gr. 20th cent. black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. See note 68.</td>
<td>ca. 18\20 x18\20</td>
<td>Astana Cave, 325, 1959 yellow gr. w. dk. green, blue, white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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12. See note 16x14 Astana Tomb 138. 1969 red gr. w. dk. green, blue, white
13. See note ca. 17 Astana Tomb 55 red gr. w. green blue, white
14. See note ca. 20\25 Astana Cave 322 ?
15. See note ca. 22\26 Astana Cave ?
16. See note ? Turfan Tomb 84 ?
17. See note ca. 20x18 Astana, 1959 yellow gr. w. dk. green, green, blue
18. See note ca. 22x18 Astana Cave 332, 1959 yellow gr. w. dk. green, blue, white

Table C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object #</th>
<th>material</th>
<th>weave</th>
<th>symmetry</th>
<th>fabric dimen. in cm. (lxw warp xweft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. See note cotton 25 &amp; 26. &amp; wool</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>47x35.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. See note silk 29.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. See note silk 33.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>too fragmentary</td>
<td>31x16.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. See note silk 33.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>too fragmentary</td>
<td>12.5\17 x17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. See note silk 38.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>34x50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. See note silk 38.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>44\46 x56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. See note silk 45.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>230 x190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>See note silk 45.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>See note silk 48.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>comp. caftan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>See note silk 54.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>19x20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>See note silk 68.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>23.5x17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>See note silk 77.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>16x14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>See note silk 81.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>17.5x17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>See note silk 82.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>See note ? 83.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>See note silk 84.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>too fragmentary</td>
<td>23.8x14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>See note silk 85.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>21.5x20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>See note silk 86.</td>
<td>weft-faced comp. twill</td>
<td>1 main roundel</td>
<td>23.5x18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Map of the Old Silk Route
(source: adaptation from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, map. p. 19.)
Glossary of Terms

Achaemenids - Persian royal dynasty, reigning from c. 700 B.C. until the conquest of Alexander the Great in 330 B.C.

Bercle - A shaded effect in fabric produced by alternating floats of weft in different colors.

Chagan - A title used by heads of state among many Turkic-speaking peoples and Mongols in the early Middle Ages.

Drawloom - A hand loom for figured textiles with a special type of figure harness to control some or all of the warp ends.

Fu-mien - Oval or circular face-covers in patterned silk found in ancient burials in Sinkiang.

Han - Imperial dynasty of China, reigning from 206 B.C. to A.D. 220.

Hephthalites - A steppe people from Mongolia, also known as White Huns, who settled along the Oxus river in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., forming one, or perhaps several powerful kingdoms.

Mirror reflection - One of the four symmetry operations generated when a motif is reflected as in a mirror.

Old Silk Route - The ancient trade and transport route from Syria and Persia through Central Asia to China.

Parthians - Dynasty descending from a nomad tribe of
Iranian origin, in power in northeastern Iran from 250 B.C. to A.D. 224.

Pearl roundel - A circular framing device with a double border enclosing a repetition of circle-shapes or "pearls."

Pearl disc - A small pearl roundel, seen at the tangential points of main pearl roundels in patterned textiles.

Repeat system - The way in which a single motif is arranged in two dimensions to create a pattern. There are exactly seventeen ways, known as the seventeen wallpaper patterns, symmetry groups, or pattern types.

Roundel - A circular framing device, also called a medallion.

Sasanians - Ruling dynasty in Persia from A.D. 224-651.

Senmurv - A mythical, winged creature with a dog's head, lion's paws and peacock's tail. It is also called simurgh, hippocampus or dragon-peacock.

Symmetry operation - Synonymous with repeat system, combinations of four types of symmetry operations create the seventeen pattern types.

T'ang - Chinese dynasty from A.D. 618-907. This was a golden age for China in the arts and politics.

Taq-i-Bustan - Site in Iran, with monumental rock sculpture dating from the fourth to seventh century A.D.
Uighurs - Eastern Turks who gradually occupied Mongolia in the seventh and eighth centuries A.D. and were conquered in 847. Their culture derived from Iran, India and China.

Weft-faced compound twill - Synonymous with samit, a weave where only the weft threads appear on the face of the fabric. Twill refers to a binding system of warps and wefts that produces parallel diagonal ribs.